Introduction
Fluid microdrop collisions are important in both chemical and meteorological studies [1] , [5] , [6] . In this paper we develop a simple molecular model for studfng related collision modes and, in particular, apply it to the study of water.
For N given water molecules P1,P2,..., PN, which interact in accordance with classical molecular mechanics, the motion of each Pi can be approximated [2] from given initial data by solving the system of second order, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations.
( In three dimensions, with N = 4102, which is the number of molecules to be considered, the system (1.1) consists of 12306 second order, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations in the position coordinates x, y, z. The numerical solution [3] of this system will be generated on a CRAY x-MPlz4 supercomputer with time step AT:0.0002.
Single Drop Generation
In order to study the modes of two colliding water drops, it is convenient first to generate a single water drop, which is done as follows. In the space cube -31".0 < x < 31.0, I -, rrj -31.0 s y < 31,.0, -31,.0 < z < 31.0, molecules are placed at the grid points generated by the choices Ax = Ly : L": 3.1. The grid size 3.1A is the one which makes the term within the parentheses of (1.1) equal to zero for r : 3.1-. Next, the molecules outside the sphere ,,t * f + * = 262 are deleted and each of the remaining molecules is assigned a random velocity [3] in the range lv | < 0.02. At initial time, then, there are 2517 molecules which are thereafter allowed to interact in accordance with (1.1) for 31000 time steps. At Tj1666, all molecules whose position coordinates satisff r > 26 are deleted, reducing the number to 2A51.. The simulation is then continued to Ts8000, but with all velocities damped by a reset to zero at T4g500, T+s000, T-sgooo, Tss000, To:ooo, Tosooo, and T7.g00. At Ttto* the velocities are damped by the factor 0.5. The damping process so imposed cools the molecular configuration so that at Tss000 the temperature [a] of the resulting drop is 45"C. This drop is shown in Figure 1 .
Collision Modes
In order to study collision modes, the single drop generated in Section 2 is duplicated by mirror imaging. The resulting two drops are set symmetrically 3A apart about the YZ plane, as shown in Figure 2 . To elucidate the motions of individual molecules during collision, the drops are displayed in different shadings. To avoid complete symmetry, the velocity of any molecule and that of its mirror image molecule are taken to be the same.
In addition, the time counter is reset to zero.
To simulate collision, we will assume that each molecule of the light drop, on the left in Figure 2 , has its velocity increased initially by i., while each molecule of the dark drop has its velocity decreased by f ..
As a first case, let ?* : (0, 0, 0) , so that the two drops are allowed to interact with no changes in velocity. Then, Figure 3 shows Setting f ' = (-2.0,4.5, 0) yields, as shown in Figure 5 , a dumbbell mode [1], [6] .
Next, selecting the largest speed of any case yet considered by the choice i* : (0.2, 8.0, 0.0) yields, as shown in Figure 6 , a noncohesive, brush type collision, in which each of the drops forms a tear drop mode [6] .
Finally, increasing the speed still further, but in a fashion which results in more direct collision, the choice f. : (5.0, 10.0, 0.0) yields, as shown in Figure 7 , a non-cohesive collision which exhibits an initial clean slicing effect, the molecular transfer during and after collision, and the loss of molecules after separation. 
